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This Week 

Here is a brief review of Dynamic Asset Allocation (DAA) rules: 

1. Check your holdings regularly. I do this weekly, but you might prefer bi-monthly or 

monthly. Whatever period you use, you have to be consistent. 

2. Keep your money out of investments that are going down in price. Don't buy 

securities that are going down in price, and don't hold securities that are going  

down in price. 

3. Don't try to predict the future. Attempts at predicting the future include guessing 

when the price of a security has reached a low or a high. You can never know that 

price has reached a turning point until after the turn has passed and it has been 

verified. Except by accident, you'll never get in at the bottom or get out at the top. 

4. Don't waste time trying to understand the market. Occasionally what is going on in 

the market will be clear. Most of the time it will be clear as mud. Unless you are a 

market professional and spend all your time following all available information, you 

will seldom gain any edge from trying to understand what's driving the market. 

5. A systematic approach (rule-based investing) works better than acting on hunches. 

Also, simple systems (and simple indicators) work better than complicated ones.  

6. Investing is the exposure of capital to risk in the pursuit of profit. Risk is ever 

present. No matter what system you use, losses will occur on a regular basis. The 

key to winning is minimizing losses when things go wrong. Like Druckenmiller said, 

"It’s not about whether you are right or wrong, but about how much you make  when 

you are right, and how much you lose when you are wrong." 

7. Exits are significantly more important than entries. A lot people have odd ideas about 

selling. (The short essay Backwards Investing expands on this rule.) 

The basic approach I use for making my DAA (entry/hold/exit) decisions are: 

 MTA is advancing (The MTA switches to bullish when all three averages start rising. 

It switches to bearish when all three average start falling. It's a very simple gauge.) 

 Slope is rising (greater than or equal to 0.5%) 

 Cross-check MTA and Slope results against the shorter-term indicators as needed. 

 If there are no ETFs that meet the first two rules, stay in cash (or a cash-equivalent 

like SHV). The cash portion of your holdings may vary between zero and 100% (as it 

is right now). 

 Put no more than 10% of your money in any position (other than cash). [I was using 

15% up till this year, but at this point I believe 10% is a safer limit.] 

 Use ETFs. They mitigate the negative effects of management risk and earnings risk. 

 Diversify by spreading your money among 1 to 8 (or maybe 9) ETFs, no more. 

 Avoid investing in strongly overlapping ETFs (ETFs that invest in the same stocks). 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/articles/Backward_Investing.pdf


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

All 4 MTAs are solid red. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

Tuesday through Thursday the SPX advanced. Friday was essentially flat. The whole week showed 

diminished volume since lots of traders were on vacation. NYAD was quiet and revealed little, while 

SPXA50R confirmed price action. 

This week price did not get above the $3920 level nor the 11-week descending trendline. 

 

 

 

 

       Chart links:  SPX Price, Advances Minus Declines, Stocks Above Their 50-day Averages 

https://schrts.co/SKYVjcgI
https://schrts.co/UYUWYdfx
https://schrts.co/ZmRurDHN


Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

 

IBB made an 11-week new high and its CMF is climbing, but the CMF, Slope, and MTA are all still 

negative. 

QQQ is showing signs of life and has positive money flow, but it's facing psychological and historical 

resistance at $300. Once it gets above $300 it might become interesting. 

 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

TLT made a 6-week new high, but it's in a 30-week, well-collimated, declining channel, and 

it's CMF is below -2. 

 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Inflation Universe 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during strong inflation. 

 

1 LIT is up to a slope of 1.1 but its MTA is still down and its price is more flat than up 

2 DBC is flat at –0.3, its MTA is up, and it looks like it found support at $25 

3 UNG found support at $18, but its slope is headed down hill at –3.0 and its MTA is now down. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/commodities/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

All the sectors currently have a negative slope. This week we're going to look at how sector 

prices did during the second quarter. The sectors that held up best in Q2 were: 

1 XLP -5.8 (Consumer Staples) 

2 XLV -7.1 (Health Care) 

3 XLU -7.1 (Utilities) 

In Q2, the SPX price declined -16.7. It stands to reason that the sectors that held up the 

best during the same period, are likely to do the best when the market turns back up. 

This logic holds true for all the sectors except Energy sector XLE. Its Q2 decline was -7.2; 

however, XLE was in a huge rally during both Q1 and Q2. It didn't peak until the beginning 

of June, then it dropped 22% in less than a month. That was more than the SPX fell during 

the whole quarter. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

KWEB slope is up, but price has been flat for the last two weeks. 

       =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        = 

Stock Universe Sorted by Slope on July 8th  

1. 1  GTX     7.50 

2. 2  FDP     3.90 

3. 3  IBM     2.50 

4. 4  XOM     0.80 

5. 5  OXY     0.80 

All others have flat or falling slopes. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/
https://trendlinedynamics.com/ats_trader_charts/


This Week's Selections 

Last week's choices was: SHV 100%. 

Top 10 ETFs By Slope 

Sym MTA Slope Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div 1 Wk Chg 

KWEB ↓ 9.2 ↑↑ no $28.66 $31.18 $33.11 0.44% –3.2% 

VICI ↑   2.1 ↑ no $27.03 $29.41 $31.32 4.69% +2.0% 

LIT ↓   1.1 — no $64.67 $70.37 $74.81 0.05% +4.3% 

DBC ↑ 0.3 ↓↓ no $25.82 $28.09 $26.07 — –2.6% 

SHV — –0.1 — yes $93.64 $101.90 $110.02 0.98% 0.0% 

MUB ↓ –0.7 ↑↑ no    2.79% +0.1% 

IEI ↓ –0.9 — no    2.74% –1.2 

KRBN ↑ –1.2 ↓ no    — –4.1% 

IBB ↓ –1.3 ↑ no    0.24% +5.4 

GOVT ↓ –1.3 ↑ no    +2.80 –1.4 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: —

During the Week 

90% of the 144 securities on the All TLD Charts page still have a negative MTA. 

Analysis 

KWEB is in the upper half of a 15-week gradually rising channel. MTA is still green-green-red (down), and 

the 4 short-term price indicators are flat while the money flow indicators are positive. VICI closed above 

$31. Slope and MTA are up and all short-term indicators are positive.  LIT's price was down 5% last week 

and up 4% this week. I'd like to see a 12-week new high and MTA turn green before I buy this. DBC — no 

good news here. SHV remains stable. 

You could argue MUB either way but that, in itself, is a reason not to buy this right now. EIE — channels 

down, MTA down, money flow down. KRBN price is edging down away from $50.  

VDE bounced off psychological support at $100 and fell back and hit it again. MUB looks like it may have 

built a double bottom around $105. DBA  settled around $20 on Friday. IBB still has MTA and Slope in the 

red. (See detailed analysis on page 10) GOVT is generally negative. 

My Decisions 

KWEB looks good. A close above $34 would convince me. VICI is quite positive but I'd like 

to see a close above $32.50 before I jump in. For LIT, wait for the MTA. DBC is still 

declining. So my pick for my retirement account this week is still just: SHV 100%. 
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Close Up Look 

A close above $130 will probably flip IBB's MTA and the Slope indicators positive. Even 

though I wouldn't consider IBB for my retirement account, I'm thinking about it for my 

trading account. Here's why.  

 

PROS 

IBB just broke up out of a 9-month, declining channel. It formed a fairly clean double 

bottom with lows in May and June. And it made a nice little ABC setup with its 'b' high also 

being the high trendline's C touch point. (The "ABC" setup is also referred to as a 1-2-3 

setup, depending on whose book you're reading.) 

In addition, all six of the short-term indicators are positive, with the CMF climbing since 

mid-June. 

CONS 

IBB is getting very close to historical (price action) and psychological (round number) 

resistance at $130. Also, the 'bc' leg of the ABC setup is very short, so this is not a strong 

ABC. 

This market has a case of the jitters, not to mention that the market as a whole is entering 

the summer doldrums. In other words, on average, the market tends to go more-or-less 

horizontal during the summer months due to seasonal bias. 

Other 

Waiting until IBB closes above $130 might turn the MTA and/or Slope positive, and it would 

prove that the resistance concerns were unimportant. 

All things considered, I think the best course of action is to wait until IBB gets above $130. 

Its chart is enticing, but the risks are palpable.  

http://www.equityclock.com/charts/sp-500-index-gspc-seasonal-chart/

